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Labour Party Conference Report 2015 

Sunday 27th September: highlights 

11am: The conference formally opens, with speeches from Peter Kyle, the 

Labour MP for Hove and Jim Kennedy, chair of the national executive 

committee. 

 Jim Kennedy 

11.30am: Session on rebuilding our Party, with speeches from Iain McNicol, the 

Labour General Secretary, Margaret Beckett, who is leading a review of why 

Labour lost the election and Angela Eagle, the Shadow Business Secretary. 

Labour launched review of national policy forum to make it 'more inclusive'. 

In her speech to the conference this morning Angela Eagle, the Shadow Business 

Secretary and chair of Labour’s national policy forum, announced that the Party 

was going to review the way the NPF works, with a view to making it “more 

inclusive, open and democratic”. Here’s the key extract. 

“The national policy forum needs to evolve so we can make it even better. 

We need to preserve the best of it, members getting involved and shaping our 

policy, but look again at what we can do to take it forwards. 

So I am today announcing that the NEC [national executive committee] has agreed 

to hold a review of how we make policy as a party to make it more inclusive, open 

and democratic. 

We want to hear from our members and supporters what they think works well at 

present and what doesn’t work so well. 

We need to reform the NPF so that in the coming years it empowers everyone to 

play a full and active role. 

This will include looking at how we harness the opportunities new technology 

brings us to give our members a much greater say. 

I know that working together we can build a bigger, better national policy forum. 
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2.15pm: Session on Better Politics at Every Level, with speeches from Kate Green, 

the Shadow Minister for Women and Equalities and Gloria de Piero, the Shadow 

Minister for Young People and a tribute to Harriet Harman.  

3.30pm: Sessions on Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, including speeches 

from Kezia Dugdale, the Scottish leader and Carwyn Jones, the first minister of 

Wales. 

Wales: 

 Carwyn Jones 

Carwyn Jones, the First Minister of Wales, is the most senior Labour figure holding 

executive office in the UK. In his speech to the conference he insisted that Labour 

had a record of achievement in Wales. 

“Next year the Tories will, of course, out-spend us and will use their Westminster 

megaphone to once again trash the record of the Welsh NHS. 

And there’s danger on the fringes too – the frantic nationalism of UKIP and 

fantastical nationalism of Plaid Cymru will be competing hard for the votes of the 

disaffected. 

It will be tough. 

But, as Welsh Labour, we have a secret weapon: a record of delivery. 

Every promise we made, we’ve delivered. 

• Thanks to Welsh Labour, Welsh students don’t pay £9000 tuition fees. 

• On average, Welsh students are spared £18,000 of debt compared to their English 

counterparts. 

• We said we’d keep the Welsh NHS free from privatisation – free from the internal 

market – and Welsh Labour delivered. 

• For the first time ever – a living wage for all our NHS staff. 

• Free prescriptions – delivered. 

• Cancer waiting times better than England. 
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• Free bus passes for elderly and disabled people – delivered 

• Disabled Remploy workers supported into jobs after the Tories closed the 

factories. 

• Jobs for 17,000 young people through our Jobs Growth Wales programme. 

• I am glad that the new Labour leadership want to focus on housing – in Wales we 

have exceeded our target for new homes built. 

Conference, because we want every school to be a great school, we said no to the 

competitive madness of Free Schools. 

And because we want every school to be a great school, last year we created a 

new programme to boost attainment in our most challenged secondaries. 

 

The result? The best ever GCSE results for those students. The best GCSE results 

ever in Wales – achieved without academies or free schools. 

He also dismissed the claim that Jeremy Corbyn was unelectable. 

There’s been a lot of guff; quite frankly, written about Labour’s commitment to 

winning future elections following Jeremy’s win. 

Let me tell you, as someone who has won a leadership election and an Assembly 

election – anyone who wins nearly 60 per cent of the vote can’t be anything but 

serious about winning elections.” 

Scotland 

 

Kezia Dugdale 

Kezia Dugdale Scottish Labour Leader vowed: “I will hold the mirror up to our 

government in Scotland and keep on asking: surely this is not the best we can be?” 

as well as assuring conference that “the days of listening and not acting [in 

Scotland] are over”. 
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Both of them made clear, supportive remarks about Jeremy Corbyn, who plans to 

make his first visit to Scotland since his election next week and whose stance on 

Trident - a touchstone issue for the Scottish electorate - only one of them (Murray) 

agrees with.  

Kezia Dugdale’s Tony Blair reference - she proudly referenced the man himself 

when she said that Scottish Labour now had more supporters and members than 

1997 - didn’t seem to go down too well in the hall. 

She is of course right when she insists that Scotland needs a strong opposition and 

one detail that may have got lost in the rhetoric about “finding new talented 

people from all backgrounds to become members of the Scottish Parliament” is an 

important one. Given that a key criticism of Scottish Labour has been the way 

talent has drained to Westminster in the past, the Party doesn’t have long to ready 

this new generation for Holyrood 2016. 

4.20pm: Session on New Politics, with a speech from Chris Bryant, the Shadow 

Leader of the Commons. 

 

Chris Bryant 

Chris Bryant, the Shadow Leader of the Commons, has criticised Labour politicians 

in the past for being too obsessed with following the party’s “line”. He praised 

Corbyn for being different. 

“People are sick and tired of that kind of command and control, winner takes it all 

politics. They see out of touch, self-important ministers, parroting the line as if 

their life depends on it and they cry out for something better. 

And the truth is, we got caught up in that too. Not thinking what do I believe, or 

what is the right thing to do but what is the line. Voters hate that. They think it’s 

dishonest and they can smell it through the TV. 

That’s why Jeremy won. Genuine, authentic, respectful. 

And that’s why we must change as a Party. We must speak our mind, speak from 

the heart.” 
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In a powerful speech he also said the Party should take inspiration from the movie 

Pride and ensure that its different factions unite. 

“Our task is to write a better future for this Party and this country but we can only 

do that as a strong, broad alliance. I think of it as a bit like Pride the movie, in 

which the Lesbian and Gays Support the Miners group turn up in the Welsh Valleys. 

An unlikely alliance, but it worked. So Len, join up with Tony. Harriet with Peter. 

Liz with Jeremy. Yvette with Andy. 

Because there is pride in a union. Pride in the union of the workers by hand and by 

brain. Pride in all parts of our Party working together. Pride in middle class and 

working class and yes, the filthy rich, all campaigning together. Pride in the union 

of our four home nations. Pride in Britain taking a lead in the European Union”. 

4.55pm: Results of the contemporary motions ballot: 

The eight topics that will get debated are: Austerity, employment rights, Europe, 

housing, the licence fee, mental health, the NHS and the refugee crisis. 

Monday 28th September: highlights 

9.30am: Conference opens with debates on Europe, Britain and the World, 

including speeches from Maria Eagle, Alan Johnson, Hilary Benn, the Shadow 

Foreign Secretary, and Diane Abbott, the Shadow International Development 

Secretary. 

 

Maria Eagle 

Maria Eagle, the new Shadow Defence Secretary, did mention it in her speech. She 

acknowledged that she and Jeremy Corbyn disagreed on this, but said that the 

Party would hold a debate about what policy should be. 

“For decades our policy has been that the UK should have responsive, high-tech 

armed forces with the capability to respond to emerging threats. 
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And it has been our position for decades too that Britain needs a credible 

independent nuclear deterrent while taking a lead internationally to push for a 

world without nuclear weapons.  

Labour in government reduced the numbers of nuclear warheads and gave up our 

free fall nuclear bomb option – as part of multilateral disarmament efforts. 

I know that some people have always disagreed that Britain should have an 

independent nuclear deterrent. 

But we all agree that more must be done to rid the world of nuclear weapons. 

I recognise and respect the different views in our party on the future of our 

nuclear deterrent. 

Jeremy knew that I disagreed with him about this when he appointed me. And he 

still asked me to do the job. 

At the last election, we were committed to having a much more transparent and 

public facing debate about our place in the world and how best we should fulfil it. 

Jeremy Corbyn has asked me to facilitate such a debate”. 

She stressed that the debate would involve workers in the defence industry, as 

well as members of the public. 

Alan Johnson says: Labour might need to use EU law to defeat trade union bill 

 

Alan Johnson 

 One of the creative features of Alan Johnson’s speech was that he made a pro-

worker case for staying in the EU.  
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He said that Labour would run a principled campaign for EU membership and that 

it would start now. He said that the EU was not perfect but Labour should work to 

change it from within. 

There is no progressive case for leaving the EU. 

Then he used the trade union bill - the Tory legislation imposing new requirements 

on strike ballots - as an argument for staying in the EU. A Labour government 

might have to use EU law to overturn it, he claimed. 

“We know how this government feels about workers’ rights. The trade union bill 

did not come from Europe. That nasty, spiteful, repressive bill would not have 

emanated from any other mainstream, right of centre Party anywhere in Europe 

other than the Conservative party in Britain.  

The problem with the EU for the Tories is that it consists of their two least 

favourite words, European and union. 

And let me say this: if we cannot defeat the trade union bill in parliament, we may 

well need the European Court of Justice to restore the basic democratic rights of 

British workers that this bill removes”. 

The Debate 

 

Sir Paul Kenny 

Free movement of Labour 

GMB's Paul Kenny criticises Labour for 'blindly embracing Europe at any price'. 

Here are more quotes from the speech from Paul Kenny, the GMB General 

Secretary. 
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• Kenny said the free movement of labour in the EU had become “the right to 

exploit workers”. 

“Free movement of labour has become the right to exploit workers in one member 

state by employment of people through the now notorious umbrella agencies to 

work in other member states at wages 25% or even 50% below the market rates. 

Not the vision of raising living standards for all, but good old-fashioned, naked 

exploitation of working people”. 

• He criticised Labour for “blindly embracing Europe at any price”. 

And, frankly, even our own party, by blindly embracing Europe at any price, 

merely encouraged Cameron and the CBI to push for even more attacks on working 

people. 

• He said Labour should not campaign alongside the Tories in the EU 

referendum. 

The Labour split on Europe, such as it is, largely focuses on the issue of workers’ 

rights. Those on the left who dislike the EU worry that deregulation is bad for 

workers. Paul Kenny, was reflecting that in his speech. 

“It is a ridiculous and stupid suggestion that we, as a movement, facing vicious 

attacks on trade unions and democratic freedoms, as well as moves to destroy the 

funding base of our Party.  

How could we possible know all that but campaign alongside the same people who 

attack our very existence ... Unless we’ve learnt nothing from what happened in 

Scotland, we should not be fighting on any platform alongside the bloody Tories.  

How would we expect our members and working people to understand why we 

would work alongside those who have proposed weakening and removing their very 

rights”. 

This became an issue during the leadership election, when Liz Kendall argued 

strongly for Labour to participate in the cross-party campaign. 
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Hilary Benn, the Shadow Foreign Secretary, did not say whether or not Labour 

would back air strikes against Islamic State in Syria in his speech to the 

conference  

 

Hilary Benn 

The Shadow Foreign Secretary focused on calling for a UN Security Council 

resolution on this issue. 

This week the United Nations General Assembly is meeting in New York for the 

world leaders’ debate. 

Presidents Obama, Putin, Xi Jinping and Rouhani will be among those speaking but 

it seems that the UK’s contribution will be made by the Foreign Secretary and not 

by David Cameron. 

“I say to the prime minister today that that’s just not good enough. Given the 

scale of the crisis in Syria he should be staying on in New York and straining every 

sinew to secure a comprehensive United Nations Security Council resolution under 

Chapter VII of the UN Charter calling for: 

 Effective action to end the threat from ISIL/Daesh [Islamic State, or Isis] 

 The creation of safe zones in Syria to shelter those who have had to flee 

their homes; the referral of suspected war crimes to the international 

criminal court 

 Increased humanitarian aid to those who have fled to neighbouring states 

 An international agreement for countries to welcome their share of Syrian 

refugees and a major international effort bringing together Russia, Iran, the 

neighbouring countries, the Gulf States, the United States of America and 

Europe to agree a post-civil war plan for Syria. 
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It is no longer good enough for the world to say “this is too difficult.” 

Instead we must say “this has got to stop” so that the people of Syria can go home, 

rebuild their country and give hope to their children for a better future. 

But, as Nicholas Watt reports, Labour sources have said the Party would not agree 

to extending British involvement in airstrikes against Isis targets in Iraq to Syria. 

Diane Abbott says she won't vote in favour of bombing Syria 

 

Diane Abbott 

In her speech to the conference Diane Abbott, the new Shadow International 

Development Secretary, said that she would not vote in favour of bombing Syria. 

Interestingly, this line does not appear in the text of the speech released by the 

Labour press office. 

She also attacked Ukip, and called for “women-centred” development policies. 

“Barbed wire, armed troops and letting people drown is not the solution to waves 

of economic migration. Still less is it the politics of UKIP. Ultimately the only way 

to check the flows of economic migration is international development promoting 

growth and prosperity worldwide. 

We need “woman centred” development policies. 

Around the world 62 million girls are not in school. Globally one in three women 

will experience gender-based violence in her lifetime.  

And this includes female genital mutilation. In the developing world one in seven 

girls are married before their 15th birthday, with some child brides as young as 
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eight or nine. Each year more than 287,000 women, 99 per cent of them in 

developing countries, die from pregnancy and childbirth-related complications”. 

11am: Work and Business debate 

 

Angela Eagle 

Angela Eagle MP, Shadow First Secretary of State and Shadow Secretary of State 

for Business, Innovation and Skills, in a speech to Labour Party Annual Conference 

in Brighton, said: 

“Can I begin by saying what an honour it is to be appointed Shadow Business 

Secretary and First Secretary of State? And can I also say a big ‘thank you’ to 

Chuka and his team for all the work they did in the last parliament. 

In the next period I am determined to forge a Labour vision for business aimed at 

building a prosperity which includes everybody - a prosperity which leaves no-one 

behind. 

Labour believes in a productive economy which generates good jobs for everyone, 

a dynamic industrial policy with business acting ethically and responsibly.  An 

economy where the rights of workers and consumers are respected. 

Put into practice, Labour values would deliver a fairer, sustainable and more equal 

society. And Conference there is no place in this vision for the divisive and partisan 

Tory Trade Union Bill. It is an attack on basic freedoms. It has no place in modern 

Britain. And we will fight to defeat it. 

Conference, success in the 21st century also means, business working in 

partnership with their employees to raise skills, productivity and wages. 
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Labour believes in social partnership, we don’t believe that fear and confrontation 

in the workplace is the route to economic success. And that is why the Tory Trade 

Union Bill must be defeated. 

We already have the most restrictive trade union laws in Europe and yet, the 

Tories want to go even further. Their divisive and partisan Trade Union Bill 

undermines fundamental rights and freedoms. Liberty, Amnesty International and 

the British Institute of Human Rights have described it as a “major attack on civil 

liberties in the UK.” 

Finishing off Angela Eagle said: 

“Conference, we need Government that is a partner not a hands off observer. A 

Government which will work with business and employees not pit them against one 

another. A Government willing to champion an active industrial strategy, not let 

strategic industries fail. And a Government which will invest in our young people 

not deprive them of a future. Conference, prosperity in this century is not 

guaranteed. 

To succeed Government needs to build the partnerships for businesses to flourish 

and for the UK to compete successfully in the world. That is how we will win a 

race to the top. 

Conference, looking forward, we face an increasingly complex and competitive 

global environment.  We will only succeed at home and abroad by fostering 

partnerships between Government, business and employees. 

That is why Labour must be pro-business and pro-worker”. 

Debate 

Len McCluskey likens Tories to Nazis in relation to trade union restrictions

 Len McCluskey 

Nazi attempts to victimise trade unionists 
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Len McCluskey, the Unite General Secretary, compared the government’s trade 

union bill to Nazi attempts to victimise trade unionists.   

In his speech, he said the proposals to force trade unionists to wear armbands 

when they are on picket lines justified the comparison. He also said he would 

ignore this aspect of the law. 

“Let me make one thing clear. Whatever the law says, I will be on the picket line 

when Unite members are on strike. 

And I will not be wearing an armband with a red triangle - conference, remember, 

that’s what the Nazis did, trade unionists at the concentration camps at Dachau, 

made to wear arm bands with red triangles. We won’t be doing that”. 

He also said that the trade union bill had been strongly attacked by others - 

including by the Tory MP David Davis. 

“I could tell you the new law proposed by the government is not fit for purpose. 

But the official Regulatory Policy Committee has already done so. 

I could say it’s unnecessary – as the Police Federation have done. I could argue 

that it breaches fundamental human rights, including the right to free speech and 

free assembly.  

But I would only be repeating what Liberty and Amnesty International have stated 

publicly. 

Or, if I really wanted to give wings to my rhetoric, I would tell conference that 

some of the Tory plans were more appropriate for a fascist dictatorship.  

But David Davis MP, a Tory who believes in freedom, has beaten me to the punch 

there too. He has said some of the new measures would be more suitable to a 

Franco regime than a democracy”. 

 

 

12pm: John McDonnell’s speech: Highlights 
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John McDonnell 

McDonnell says Labour will end the “brutal treatment of disabled people” 

under the current sanctions regime. 

“At the heart of Jeremy’s campaign, upon which he received such a huge 

mandate, was the rejection of austerity politics. 

But austerity is just a word almost meaningless to many people. 

What does it actually mean? 

Well, for Michael O’Sullivan austerity was more than a word. 

Michael suffered from severe mental illness. 

He was certified by his GP as unable to work but despite the evidence submitted 

by 3 doctors, he was assessed by the company given the contract for the work 

capability assessment as fit for work. 

Michael killed himself after his benefits were removed. 

The coroner concluded his death was a direct result of the decision in his case”. 

McDonnell says austerity is a political choice. 

“Austerity is not just a word for the women and families across the country being 

hit hardest by cuts to public services. 

Women still face an average 19.1% pay gap at work. 

Labour will tackle the pay gap, oppose the cuts to our public services and end 

discrimination in our society. 
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Whenever we cite examples of what austerity really means the Conservatives 

always argue that no matter what the social cost of their austerity policies, they 

are necessary to rescue our economy. 

Let’s be clear. 

Austerity is not an economic necessity, it’s a political choice”. 

John McDonnell says Labour accepts the need to tackle the deficit. But it won’t 

take lectures from the Tories, who have missed their deficit targets. 

“We will tackle the deficit but this is the dividing line between Labour and 

Conservative. 

Unlike them, we will not tackle the deficit on the backs of middle and low earners 

and especially by attacking the poorest in our society”. 

John McDonnell says his measures to balance the books will be “aggressive”. 

“Labour’s plan to balance the books will be aggressive. 

We will force people like Starbucks, Vodafone, Amazon and Google and all the 

others to pay their fair share of taxes. 

Let me tell you also, there will be cuts to tackle the deficit but our cuts will not be 

the number of police officers on our streets or nurses in our hospitals or teachers 

in our classrooms. 

They will be cuts to the corporate welfare system. 

There will be cuts to subsidies paid to companies that take the money and fail to 

provide the jobs. 

Cut’s to the use of tax-payers money subsidising poverty paying bosses. 

Cuts to £13 billion tax breaks given to buy to let landlords for repairing their 

properties, whether they undertake the repairs or not. 
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And cuts to the housing benefit bill when we build the homes we need and control 

exorbitant rents. 

Where money needs to be raised it will be raised from fairer, more progressive 

taxation. We will be lifting the burden from middle and low-income earners paying 

for a crisis they did not cause”. 

John McDonnell promises “a radical departure from neoliberalism”. 

We’ll also turn the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills into a powerful 

economic development department, in charge of public investment, infrastructure 

planning and setting new standards in the labour market. This is a radical 

departure not just from neoliberalism but from the way past administrations tried 

to run the economy.  Why?   Well we just don’t think the current model can 

deliver. We don’t think that destroying industries and then subsidising a low pay 

economy through the tax system is a good idea. 

John McDonnell says the Tories’ attack on Jeremy Corbyn’s plans to nationalise 

the railways is hypocritical. 

“At this stage let me say that I found the Conservatives rant against Jeremy’s 

proposal to bring rail back into public ownership ironic when George Osborne was 

touring China selling off to the Chinese State Bank any British asset he could lay his 

hands on. It seems the state nationalising our assets is ok with the Tories as long as 

it’s the Chinese state or in the case of our railways the Dutch or French. 

McDonnell announces two new reviews. 

I want us to stand back and review the major institutions that are charged with 

managing our economy to check that they are fit for purpose and how they can be 

made more effective.  

As a start I have invited Lord Bob Kerslake, former head of the civil service, to 

bring together a team to review the operation of the Treasury itself. 

I will also be setting up a review of the Bank of England. 
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Let me be clear that we will guarantee the independence of the Bank of England. 

It is time though to open a debate on the Bank’s mandate that was set by 

Parliament 18 years ago. 

John McDonnell summarises the Corbyn economic project. 

First we are throwing off that ridiculous charge that we are deficit deniers. 

Second we are saying tackling the deficit is important but we are rejecting 

austerity as the means to do it. 

Third we are setting out an alternative based upon dynamically growing our 

economy, ending the tax cuts for the rich and addressing the scourge of tax 

evasion and avoidance. 

Fourth having cleared that debris from our path we are opening up a national 

discussion on the reality of the roles of deficits, surpluses, long-term investment, 

debt and monetary policy. 

Fifth we will develop a coherent, concrete alternative that grows a green, 

sustainable, prosperous economy for all. 

Finally John McDonnell says: 

“As socialists we will display our competence with our compassion, Idealists yes 

but ours is a pragmatic idealism to get things done, to transform our society. 

We remain inspired by the belief and hope that another world is possible. 

This is our opportunity to prove it. 

Let’s seize it”. 

Opinion 

In presentational terms John McDonnell did sound as if he were delivering new 

politics and this was a welcome change. Conventional Party conference speeches 
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are often a leaden mix of low-grade argument, weak jokes, and corny personal 

references. McDonnell abandoned almost all of that and instead we got a plain, 

straightforward manifesto. It was not stirring or even especially memorable but 

there was a basic authenticity and integrity there that was appealing. 

Afternoon session, emergency debate: Redcar steel plant to close with 1,700 

job losses 

 

Steel Workers in Redcar 

This afternoon starts with an emergency debate on the threat hanging over the SSI 

steelworks in Redcar, where production has been stopped. 

Angela Eagle, the Shadow Business Secretary, said “government policies were 

contributing to problems at the plant. 

The latest announcement from SSI shows how critical the situation in Redcar is. 

Unless the government acts, 1,700 jobs will be lost. 

It is unacceptable that the government is allowing strategic industries to fail. This 

government’s ideological decision not to have an industrial strategy is putting jobs 

at risk” 

SSI Steel has announced it will close its iron and steel making plant at Redcar on 

Teesside indefinitely with the loss of 1,700 jobs. 

The Thai-owned company, which put production on hold on 18 September, said 

after reviewing the business it had no choice but to close the operations. Coke 

ovens and a power station at the site will continue to function, it said. 
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SSI blamed falling steel prices this year for its decision to “mothball” the plant. 

The company said it would talk to the government about reopening the plant in 

the future but that this was unlikely to happen in the short term. 

SSI has been struggling to pay outstanding debts to its parent company dating back 

to a buyout from previous owner Corus, leading to speculation about how long it 

could keep going while employing 2,000 staff and 1,000 contractors at Redcar. 

2.15pm: Further debate on work and business, with speeches from Owen 

Smith, the Shadow Work and Pension’s Secretary and Michael Dugher, the 

Shadow Culture Secretary 

 

Owen Smith and Michael Dugher 

Owen Smith, the Shadow Work and Pensions Secretary, said Labour was now 

committed to fighting the Welfare Bill unequivocally. It penalises children.           

It takes money from the poorest workers. It drives families from their homes. 

And we will oppose it, line by cruel line. 

Michael Dugher, the Shadow Culture Secretary, announced a review into arts and 

culture. 

“We will develop a comprehensive National Plan for the publicly funded arts and 

culture sector. 

This is something Jeremy Corbyn called for before his election as leader of our 

Party. 

This is something I know that he is passionate about. And that’s exactly what we 

intend to deliver”. 

He also said Labour would campaign to defend the BBC. 
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“Because no one should be in any doubt that this Tory Government presents a 

clear and present danger to the future of the BBC.  It could be the end of the BBC 

as we know it”. 

Tuesday 29th September: highlights 

9.45am: Debate on living standards and sustainability, with speeches from Lisa 

Nandy, the Shadow Energy Secretary, Kerry McCarthy, the Shadow Environment 

Secretary and Lilian Greenwood, the Shadow Transport Secretary. 

Kerry McCarthy 

 

Kerry McCarthy 

Kerry McCarthy, the new Shadow Environment Secretary, used her speech to 

address concerns that, as a vegan, she could not be a champion of the livestock 

industry. She said: 

“Yes. I am a vegan. Some people are worried by that. 

A UKIP MEP said on my appointment that I would have ‘little in common with 

consumers of food’. 

I can let him in on a secret. I do eat food, much of it produced by Britain’s 

farmers. 

So let me make it clear. I support British farming. I want it to be economically 

viable, environmentally sustainable and to have the very best animal welfare 

standards”. 

She also said she wanted people to eat British products. 

“I’d much rather see people buy British lamb, British apples, than imports from 

half way round the world”. 
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Shadow Energy Secretary: 

 

Lisa Nandy 

Plans for public ownership of power plants to challenge the dominance of the Big 

Six energy suppliers will be set out by Labour. 

The Party will work with council leaders to push for a “clean energy boom” in 

cities as part of a move to “democratise” the energy sector. 

During his Labour leadership campaign Jeremy Corbyn pledged to challenge the 

“failing energy cartel” of the Big Six suppliers, potentially nationalising them. 

Here’s an extract from Nandy’s speech. 

“There should be nothing to stop every community in this country owning its own 

clean energy power station. 

We will work with our local government leaders to push for a clean energy boom in 

our great cities. 

Because our city and county regions can lead the world. They can point the way 

towards a safer, brighter, more secure future.  

To be the light on the hill for all of us who care about the cost of our energy - to 

our family budgets, our businesses and our environment. 

Let’s not wait for this government. Because let’s face it, we’d be waiting forever. 

Let’s seize the initiative and put power into our own hands. 

These proposals are inspired by what happens in Germany.  

This is what Jeremy Corbyn said about the German energy market in a policy 

document issued during the leadership campaign”. 
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10:59 Statement on rail: Lilian Greenwood, the new Shadow Transport 

Secretary 

 

Lilian Greenwood 

Lilian Greenwood, the new Shadow Transport Secretary told the conference in her 

speech that Labour would oppose any further attempts to fragment or privatise rail 

services. The government is reviewing the future of Network Rail and privatisation 

is one of the options it is looking at. Lilian Greenwood said: 

“We know that more fragmentation and more privatisation are the last things that 

passengers need. Conference, I promise you this. If they pursue the policy, we are 

not going to stand aside.  

So if they think they can get away with it, they can think again. Because we are 

going to fight them every step of the way. Conference, the Tories have the wrong 

priorities for our transport networks. Those networks deliver for the many when 

they reflect Labour values.  Now let’s make it happen”. 

Rail Debate 

 Tosh McDonald 

http://www.theguardian.com/politics/blog/live/2015/sep/29/labour-conference-jeremy-corbyns-speech-politics-live#block-560a5ffbe4b00e76364a2104
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/sep/20/network-rail-privatisation-under-consideration-amid-budget-crisis
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/sep/20/network-rail-privatisation-under-consideration-amid-budget-crisis
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Tosh McDonald president of Aslef, the rail union, also strongly welcomed Labour’s 

new position on rail in a speech to the conference. Having the railways in public 

ownership was “a no brainer”, he said. 

“It should be run by the state, by the people, for the people and any profits 

should be going to help with housing”. 

Manuel Cortes, General Secretary of the TSSA transport union, has just been 
speaking in the conference hall about Labour’s shift on rail nationalisation. He said 
that it was a “wonderful day” and that he had “never, ever been happier”. The 
TSSA has been pushing for full renationalisation for years and even though it has 
got Labour conference to back motions on this issue in the past, the Party 
leadership has until now largely ignored those votes. He told the conference. 

  

Manuel Cortes 

“I’m absolutely delighted that after years and years of campaigning the Labour 

Party has finally seen sense and that we are telling the British people that there 

is clear red water between us and the Tories when it comes to our railways. We 

will be running our railways in the interests of passengers and taxpayers”. 

Cortes also said this meant Labour was now an “anti-New Labour Party”. 

11am: Debate on stronger, safer communities, with speeches from John 

Healey, the Shadow Housing Minister, and Jon Trickett, the Shadow 

Communities’ Secretary. 

Healey announces review to promote more home ownership. 
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John Healey 

John Healey, the Shadow Housing Minister, addressed the Labour conference a few 

minutes ago. There were three key lines. 

Healey said he was launching a policy review to see what could be done to 

promote home ownership. It will be carried out by Pete Redfern, the Taylor 

Wimpey Chief Executive and it will report next summer. 

“More than four in five of us, aspire to own our own home. 

Yet home ownership has fallen each and every year over the last five years. 

Now at the lowest level for nearly three decades. And for those under 35, it’s 

down by over a fifth. George Osborne was right to describe this decline in home 

ownership as a ‘tragedy’. But it’s happening on his watch. It is part of his Party’s 

Five Years of Failure. 

Home ownership is part of the British dream. 

He said the government could be building 100,000 new homes a year by 2020 “and 

makes the taxpayer a profit at the same time”.  

He said that he was publishing a report for the Smith Institute saying that, for 

“modest public investment”, the government could be building 100,000 new 

council and housing association homes a year by 2020.  

In his introduction to the report he said that eventually this could save the 

taxpayer money. Here’s the report and here’s an extract from it. 

“There are a range of policy changes which will increase the number of social 

homes built at little or no cost to the public purse.  

Restoring the private contribution towards public homes by tightening up on 

developers’ obligations to include social housing in their projects could yield big 

rewards and without harming overall viability, as could ending the giveaway of tax-

payer investments through big right-to-buy discounts. 
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 The Lyons Review on housing which was published last year set out a number of 

further ways in which we could increase the supply of new homes within existing 

fiscal constraints. 

Even with these changes, a bigger social house-building programme would require 

some additional capital spending. The politically and economically crucial 

distinction between this and other sorts of government spending is that this is 

borrowing to invest.  

 

Just like when prospective home-owners take out a mortgage, a business buys a 

new capital good, or a student decides to go to university. 

And the proof of this as I have shown above is that this investment creates a long-

term asset and yields a financial return to the public purse in lower housing 

benefit payments. 

He said Labour would oppose extending right-to-buy for housing association 

tenants because it cost the taxpayer three times over. 

It is unworkable and wrong. It will mean fewer genuinely affordable homes when 

the need has never been greater so it fails the test of sound social policy. 

And it fails the test of good economics because it squanders a long-term asset by 

selling it on the cheap 

Taxpayers will bear the cost three times over: first for the public investment to 

build the homes; second, for the discount to sell them; and third, for the higher 

housing benefit bill when they’re bought to let again to tenants paying full market 

rents”. 

 

Jon Trickett, the Shadow Communities’ Secretary. As well as the communities 

brief, he is Shadow Minister for the Constitutional Convention that Labour is 

proposing. He explained some of what this would involve: 

 

Jon Trickett 
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“The convention will be a major plank of our activity in the coming years. 

If we are to get our country working for all of us, and not the privileged few. 

For our nations, regions, communities and neighbourhoods, then we are going to 

have to redesign our politics. Starting with local communities and locally elected 

councils. We will end Britain’s top down politics. We will leave no stone unturned. 

I would like to see meetings in town, village and church halls up and down the 

land. 

Only when we can hear the voices of real people and transformed our politics will 

we be able to say that our democracy has properly been re-established”. 

Afternoon highlights: 

2.15pm: Jeremy Corbyn gives his speech. 

 

Jeremy Corbyn 

Jeremy Corbyn starts with a joke about how “barely anything of note” has 

happened to him in the last two weeks. 

The papers have taken an interest in him, he says. 

“Amongst the things I’ve found out about myself are that, according to one 

headline, Jeremy Corbyn welcomed the prospect of an asteroid wiping out 

humanity. Obviously I wouldn’t endorse this policy without getting the support of 

conference first” 

Jeremy Corbyn turns to leadership. 

“I am not imposing leadership lines. I don’t believe anyone has a monopoly on 

wisdom - we all have ideas and a vision of how things can be better. 

I want open debate, I will listen to everyone, and I firmly believe leadership is 

listening. We will reach out to our new members and supporters, involve people in 

our debates and then our Party as a whole will decide”. 
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He goes on to say: his victory was not just a vote for a change of style and he’s 

not going to change his politics 

“It was a vote for political change in our Party as well. Let me be clear, under my 

leadership Labour will be challenging austerity. 

I’ve been standing up for human rights, challenging oppressive regimes for 30 years 

as a backbench MP and before that as an individual activist, like everyone else in 

this hall”. 

 

He moves on to human rights issues having recently written an open letter to 

David Cameron: 

“I am writing concerning the case of a Saudi protester, Ali Mohammed al-Nimr, 

who was arrested as a child in 2012 and sentenced to death by ‘crucifixion.’ As you 

may be aware, Ali has now exhausted all his appeals and could be executed any 

day – in a particularly horrific manner, which involves beheading and the public 

display or ‘crucifixion’ of the body. 

Ali was arrested over alleged involvement in protests against the Saudi 

Government which followed the ‘Arab Spring’. He was the victim of numerous fair 

trial violations – reportedly including the use of torture to extract a false 

confession from him, which he was prevented from recanting in court.  

There is a great deal about his case already in the public domain and I understand 

that the FCO has already announced that it plans to raise it with the Saudi 

authorities, so I will not go further into detail at this point. 

I was hoping however that you could clarify a number of important questions for 

me about Britain’s position on this case, and our wider links with the Saudi 

Government: 

First, will you raise this case directly with your Saudi counterparts and request 

that they commute the unjust and horrific sentence handed down to Ali, which 

violates any number of international laws - not least those on the rights of the 

child which ban the death sentence being handed down to those under 18? 

Second, will you step in to terminate the Ministry of Justice’s bid to provide 

services to the Saudi prisons system – the very body, I should stress, which will be 

responsible for carrying out Ali’s execution? 

Third, I would be very grateful if you could clarify for me your Government’s 

previously stated reasons for continuing with the bid to provide Saudi prisons 

services. Firstly, why was Parliament told initially that there would be financial 

penalties if the bid were withdrawn, when it later emerged that this was not the 
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case? Secondly, can you please expand on the Ministry of Justice current claim – 

that the bid cannot be terminated as to do so would be “detrimental to Her 

Majesty’s Government) wider interests.” What are those wider interests? Do they 

outweigh the need for Britain to make clear that it cannot in any way support 

severe human rights abuses such as those inflicted on Ali? And has the Saudi 

Government suggested to Britain that it will take any form of action in response to 

the UK’s withdrawal of the bid?” 

He now turns to his opponents:  

“But I want to tackle one thing head on. The Tories talk about economic and 

family security being at risk from us, or even from me. 

How dare these people talk about security for families and people in Britain? 

And that’s the nub of it. Tory economic failure. An economy that works for the 

few, not for the many”. 

Jeremy  Corbyn says the Tories have left the economy in a bad state. 

“And the shocks in the world markets this summer have shown what a dangerous 

and fragile state the world economy is in. And how ill-prepared the Tories have 

left us to face another crisis. 

It hasn’t been growing exports and a stronger manufacturing sector that have 

underpinned the feeble economic recovery. It’s house price inflation, asset 

inflation, more private debt. Unbalanced. Unsustainable. Dangerous. 

The Tories’ austerity is the out-dated and failed approach of the past”. 

He says investment is at the heart of his approach. 

“Every mainstream economist will tell you that with interest rates so low now is 

the time for public investment in our infrastructure”. 

Jeremy Corbyn turns to national security. 

“The best way to protect the British people against the threats we face to our 

safety at home and abroad is to work to resolve conflict. 

That isn’t easy but it is unavoidable if we want real security. Our British values are 

internationalist and universal. They are not limited by borders. 

Nor does it help our national security to give such fawning and uncritical support 

to regimes like Saudi Arabia and Bahrain who abuse their own citizens and repress 

democratic movements. And who are using British weapons in their assault on 

Yemen”. 
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Jeremy Corbyn wants to see change in Labour. 

“What happened this summer with the leadership election was a political 

earthquake. According to the script, socialist and social democratic parties were in 

decline. Social democracy itself was exhausted. Dead on its feet. Yet something 

new and invigorating, popular and authentic has exploded”. 

Jeremy Corbyn moves on to talk about British values. 

“Fair play for all, solidarity and not walking by on the other side of the street 

when people are in trouble. Respect for other’s point of view. It is this sense of 

fair play, these shared majority British values that are the fundamental reason why 

I love this country and its people. 

These values are what I was elected on: a kinder politics and a more caring 

society. They are Labour values and our country’s values. We are going to put 

these values back into the heart of politics in this country. 

It’s because I am driven by these British majority values, because I love this 

country, that I want to rid it of injustice, to make it fairer, more decent, and more 

equal. And I want all of our citizens to benefit from prosperity and success”. 

Moving towards the finale Jeremy Corbyn quotes Ben Okri, the Nigerian writer. 

“The most authentic thing about us is our capacity to create, to overcome, to 

endure, to transform, to love”. 

He was once asked how he could sum up what his life was about. He replied: 

“My work has consisted of trying to stir up a divine discontent with wrong. 

I don’t accept injustice, stand up against prejudice. 

Let us build a kinder politics, a more caring society together. 

Let us put our values, the people’s values, back into politics”. 

And that’s it. 

 

Labour shadow cabinet members 
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Opinion/reaction 

Giving a political speech looks like a straightforward undertaking but there’s an art 

and a craft to it and there is a reason why great conferences speeches succeed. 

This wasn’t a great conference speech but it was different from what has become 

the norm.  I have been lucky enough to have witnessed many leaders’ speeches 

over the last twenty years. This time, regardless of how the media reported it, 

there was a genuine joy in the hall. Many delegates have waited what seems a life-

time to hear a vision of the future that makes you proud to be a socialist. 

Everything he said was consistent with the campaign he ran during the leadership 

campaign. Labour voted for an ethical socialist antidote to spin and that’s what 

they got this afternoon. 

Unite’s General Secretary, Len McCluskey said on the speech: 

“Today Jeremy treated us to a different kind of politics and I believe people will 

like what they see. Principle, honesty, fairness and dignity – our lifelong Labour 

values - are taking their rightful place in the public realm. He was inspirational – in 

setting out a new vision for our country he gave our tired politics a long-overdue 

shot in the arm. 

Unite members will be especially heartened to hear that Jeremy believes in an 

active role for government – in protecting jobs, in using investment to build the 

homes families and young people urgently need and to keep our communities 

strong”. 

Andy Burnham said about it: 

 

“I think out there the public are crying out for a different way of politics, a 

different style of politics, they are fed up of the sound-bites the spin, they want to 

see authenticity, people who mean what they say and that’s what you saw today 

from Jeremy Corbyn 

He’s fought all his political life for the things he was speaking about so it does 

come from the heart. That’s what’s been lacking in politics in recent times”. 
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Tory View 

 

Michael Gove Tory 

Michael Gove, the Justice Secretary, has put out a statement about the speech 

on behalf of the Conservative Party. 

“Labour have confirmed that they are a threat to our national security, our 

economic security and to the security of every family in Britain. 

The Labour leader’s policies to borrow more, print money and put up taxes on 

people’s jobs and incomes would wreck our economy.  

That would weaken our nation’s defences, damage our NHS and hurt our country’s 

working people – with the poorest hit the most. 

Only by continuing to build a stronger economy can we deliver strong defences for 

our country and stability, security and opportunity for working people”. 

GMB Fringe meeting highlights 

 

Tim Roache 

Tim Roache, who is in the running to become General Secretary of the GMB union, 

told a fringe meeting at the Labour Party conference on Tuesday morning that 

Labour figures, including Tristram Hunt and Lord Mandelson, were no longer 

wanted. 

http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/news/tristram-hunt
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/news/lord-mandelson
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He said under Jeremy Corbyn, the unions now had a proper voice. "We have never 
walked away," he said of the time spent under the leadership of Tony Blair, Gordon 
Brown and Ed Miliband. "We fought our corner and tried to influence policy." 

"No longer have we got a situation where it's the Party verses trade unions: it 
should never have been," he told the meeting. "Now it’s our day and people like 
Peter Mandelson and Tristram Hunt, I nearly swore then, we don't want you here. 
They want us to fail, be under no illusion." 

Tim Roache is currently GMB's Regional Secretary for Yorkshire & North Derbyshire 
and Chair of Elmet and Rothwell Labour Party. 

He said Corbyn would "bring back democracy to the Labour Party" and criticised 
how Miliband's manifesto was put together. 

"I remember just last year I was at the famous National Policy Forum in Milton 
Keynes where we were trying to decide what our policies would be in the Party 
manifesto just five minutes before the general election," he said. 

Tim Roache said his attempt to get the Party to reintroduce free car parking in the 
NHS in England was rejected. "And to have some of these policy making SPADS 
(special advisers) come up with some of the bullshit I heard was frankly nothing 
less than shameful," he said. 

Earlier this week one Labour MP suggested Mandelson be expelled from the Party 
for inciting "insurrection" against Corbyn. 

Extract from Huffington Post report 

Wednesday 30th September Highlights 

10.30am: Conference opens with a speech from Lesley Mannaseh from the TUC. 

 

Lesley Mannaseh  

“We are witnessing the growing concentration of power in the hands of the 

wealthy and the privileged. Unions remain one of the few ways that ordinary 

working people can challenge this over-concentration of power and wealth in the 

hands of the few and ensure a more democratic, fairer society. 

http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/news/jeremy-corbyn
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2015/09/28/labour-mp-suggests-expelling-peter-mandelson-from-party_n_8206110.html
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Continuing the fight against all forms of inequality and the fact that too many 

young people are disadvantaged simply because of where they live will also be a 

key focus of my year.  

As will encouraging more people to join a union and campaign for a better deal for 

themselves and their workmates. 

Reaching out to the millions of workers with no union card, particularly in the 

private sector, is vital if we are to win the fight against low pay, insecure 

employment and unscrupulous bosses.” 

 

 

10.45am: Sadiq Khan, the Labour candidate for London Mayor. 

 

Sadiq Khan 

Sadiq Khan, Labour’s candidate for London Mayor, was one of the MPs who 

nominated Jeremy Corbyn for the leadership so that he could get on the ballot 

without naming him as his first choice for leader.  

In an interview on the Today programme this morning, Khan said that he would be 

“working closely” with Corbyn on issues like housing and inequality but that on 

other issues they would probably “respectfully and fraternally disagree”. It was 

good that Corbyn was allowing disagreement, he said. 

Khan said that imposing a financial transaction tax unilaterally - an idea that John 

McDonnell has not firmly ruled out, although he has stressed his preference for 

doing it globally - would be bad for the City. 

“I’m all in favour of transparency and openness, but we can’t unilaterally bring in 

a tax here when our competitors in Tokyo and New York aren’t.” 

And he said he welcomed the fact that Corbyn had clarified his stance on Europe, 

and committed Labour to campaigning for an in vote. 
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“I am unequivocal about this and I will be passionately arguing for us to stay a 

member of the EU. And again I’m pleased that Jeremy and John agree with me 

now and they also have said that we are going to be campaigning for a yes vote”. 

In his speech he criticised the government’s housing bill. 

“Next month the Tories will introduce a Housing Bill in Parliament that will make it 

even more difficult for Londoners to rent or buy a home. 

It should be called the “No Home of Your Own” Bill. It will force councils to sell off 

their family homes - with no guarantee that they won’t be sold to foreign 

investors. And it will sell off housing association homes in London - the last 

remaining genuinely affordable homes. This will be a disaster for London”. 

And he set out his own plans. 

“I’ll set up a new team of housing experts in City Hall called ‘Homes for 

Londoners’. 

They will plan, fund and deliver the new homes Londoners need. With me as 

Mayor, we’ll stand up to big property developers and insist that half of all new 

homes are genuinely affordable. We’ll give Londoners first dibs on the new homes 

that are built. We’ll bring in a London living rent. And we’ll build homes for first 

time buyers”. 

10.55am: Delegates debate an emergency motion on Syria 

The motion tabled by Unite would impose strict conditions that would have to be 

met before Labour MPs could vote to support air strikes against Islamic State in 

Syria. 

The motion at the Labour Party conference was moved by Unite member Ivan 

Monckton 

 

Ivan Monckton 

The Unite speaker opening the debate says it is time to stand up for peace, and 

resist David Cameron’s wars. 
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Vincent Wooding, a delegate from Liverpool, says he would back a European-wide 

intervention to enforce a no-fly zone. That would increase the chance of getting a 

diplomatic solution, he says. 

Fran Griffiths, from Swansea West constituency Labour Party, says her CLP went 

to London to protest against the Iraq war. She is backing the motion. 

Sajid Shaikh, a CWU delegate, is seconding the motion. He says any action should 

have to have international and UN support. There is a risk of spiralling violence 

otherwise, he says. 

 

 

11.05am: Delegates debate an emergency motion on Columbia 

 

Tim Roache 

The Labour Party has given unanimous support to a motion congratulating the 

recent advances in the Colombian peace process which saw an agreement signed 

on transitional justice and a now historic handshake between President Santos and 

the leader of the FARC Timoleon “Timochenko” Jimenez. 

This motion, seconded by GMB Regional Secretary Tim Roache, emphasised the 

significance of the agreement which was signed on the 23 September. He called on 

the Party’s leaders to commit to encouraging the negotiating teams “to reach a 

bilateral ceasefire as soon as possible” and opened the possibility of an official 

meeting between the Party and the negotiators.  

Tim Roache gave a strong backing to the work of Justice for Colombia in support of 

peace and called for a commitment to continue supporting its efforts to ensure the 

protection of civil society activists. 
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11.15am: Debate on stronger, safer communities, with speeches from Lord 

Falconer, the Shadow Justice Secretary, and Andy Burnham, the Shadow Home 

Secretary. 

Falconer says the Tories are still 'the nasty party.' 

 

Lord Falconer 

Lord Falconer, the Justice Secretary, must be the most Blairite member of the 

shadow cabinet but in his speech to the conference he revealed his inner Corbyn. 

“Conference, Jeremy Corbyn has been criticised for appointing me to the shadow 

cabinet. People say that we’re too alike. We’re both thin men, in our 60s, from 

Islington. Actually - and I know many of you will be surprised by this - there are a 

few matters on which we disagree but we share so much more. We share the view 

that politics should change. Conference, this summer, our Party has had a 

transfusion of ideas, energy and drive. A transfusion that makes us stronger.  

We must harness that power to fight for the things Labour stands for”. 

He also launched a strong attack on the government’s legal aid cuts. 

In the year we left office, over 470,000 cases received advice or assistance for 

social welfare issues. 

The year after the Tory legal aid Act came into force, that number fell to less than 

53,000. Hundreds of thousands of people left without help. 

Victims of domestic abuse trapped with their abuser because the alternative is to 

face them in court. 

Small businesses facing bankruptcy because court fees mean they can’t chase 

unpaid debts. 

Children separated from their parents denied help and left vulnerable to 

exploitation and homelessness. 

The refugee crisis has led to many children being separated from their parents 

ending up in the UK alone.  
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Tory reforms make it much harder for these children to get legal aid 

Who says the Tory party isn’t still the nasty party? 

11.30 Andy Burnham, the new Shadow Home Secretary:   

 

Andy Burnham 

Has called for the second stage of the Leveson inquiry, the one supposed to 

investigate in detail phone hacking at News International, to go ahead. When the 

original inquiry was set up, this part of it was postponed because of on-going 

criminal trials. Burnham also called for inquiries into police behaviour at Orgreave 

and in the Shrewsbury building workers case. 

“We don’t know the full extent of the collusion between police and press and 

that’s why the second inquiry recommended by Lord Leveson must go ahead. 

We won’t know the full story of Hillsborough until we know what the same police 

force did to the miners in the aftermath of Orgreave. 

And to understand how an anti-trade-union culture developed in parts of the 

Police, we need the full story about the false convictions and imprisonment of 

building workers in Shrewsbury. 

I will make it my personal priority in this job to put the pieces of this jigsaw 

together - alongside other historical injustices we have seen: the abuse of stop and 

search powers against black and Asian young people and particularly child sexual 

exploitation”. 
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12.05pm: Debate on health and care with speeches from the Shadow Minister 

for Mental Health and Heidi Alexander, the Shadow Health Secretary. 

 

Luciana Berger                                                                              Heidi Alexander 

Heidi Alexander, the Shadow Health Secretary, said the NHS was “in deep trouble” 

and “on its knees” because of Conservative policies. “The NHS today is in deep 

trouble. Five years of the Tories has left the NHS on its knees.   

Almost 90,000 patients have waited longer than two months to start cancer 

treatment. Over 300,000 patients have had their operation cancelled at the last 

minute. 4.8 million patients have waited longer than four hours in A&E”. 

1.05pm: Debate on education, with Lucy Powell, the Shadow Education 

Secretary. 

 

Lucy Powell 

Lucy Powell, the new Shadow Education Secretary, has said that Labour is opposed 

to the creation of new free schools and that it wants academies subject to local 

accountability. 

“I’m clear - we will ensure there is strong local oversight and accountability of all 

schools. 

Local authorities will be able to ensure sufficient places and fair admissions, and 

have the ability to intervene in any school that is failing.  

I want to encourage collaboration in communities of schools and for all schools to 

work with their local communities to drive up standards. 
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Let me also be clear. There will be no more Free Schools and academy chains will 

be made accountable”. 

1.45pm: Tom Watson, the Deputy Leader, gives a speech closing the 

conference. 

 

Tom Watson 

Tom Watson opened his speech with rather a good joke. It was predictable and you 

could see where it was heading but Watson delivered it well and it was funny. 

“Did you see the Lib Dem conference in Bournemouth? The slogan was hashtag Lib 

Dem Fight-back. But the only coverage they could get was talking about Jeremy 

and Labour. 

I did go too far though when I compared the Lib Dems to a Bananarama tribute 

band. Some people were angry, and I accept that I crossed the line. What I said 

was demeaning, unjustified and wrong. Siobhan, Sara, Keren – I should never have 

compared your tribute acts to that useless bunch of lying sell-outs, the Lib Dems 

and I’m sorry”. 

Tom Watson, Labour’s Deputy Leader, went on to say Labour will never win 

another election unless it champions those running micro-businesses. In a 

substantial speech - one of the best of the conference and much weightier than 

the usual end-of-conference knockabout - he said Labour would never win an 

election unless it stood up for people running small businesses. 

5.2 million private sector businesses in the UK, employing more than 25 million 

people. 

96 per cent of these are micro business, with 0-9 employees. That’s a third of all 

private sector employees in the UK. More than 8 million people in 5 million 

businesses. And the proportion’s growing all the time, faster than any other 

segment of the economy. 
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“These people are not posh. They’re not privileged. They’re not greedy or selfish 

or stupid. They work hard, they want to get on, but they also care about their 

neighbours and the communities we share. 

They’re our people, and we’re their Party - or we are nothing. 

If we don’t speak for the 0-9ers, we will never win another election. 

And they need a political voice. The Tories don’t care about them. As John 

McDonnell said on Monday, the Tories are the Party of the 1 per cent, the super-

privileged who own the land and the money. They live in a different country. They 

don’t use our schools or hospitals, which feeds their contempt for our public 

services”. 

He also called for more working class Labour candidates, saying there were too 

many former special advisers at the top of the parliamentary party. 

“And an even greater waste of our natural talent is the lack of working class 

Labour MPs. We need more. Simple as that. No offence to any individual, but there 

are too many special advisers at the top of the parliamentary Labour Party. 

Don’t get me wrong, we need special advisers, but we can’t afford to be a Party 

which only promotes people like that.   

We can’t afford a shadow cabinet which is monochrome and mono-cultural. Our 

movement and our country are richer and better than that”. 

Praise for Miliband and John Smith but silence about Blair and Brown 

“We’ve just taken a huge step down that road. We’ve got a leader and dare I say 

it, a deputy leader, who’ve just been resoundingly elected in a great outpouring of 

democracy. 

On which note, please can we pay tribute to John Smith? He started the process 22 

years ago that led to the surging wave of democratic engagement we’ve seen this 

summer. He was a man of great vision and we still feel his loss. 

And let’s also recognise what Ed Miliband did. He drove through the rule changes 

which enfranchised hundreds of thousands of new people who weren’t even 

members of our Party. They’ve utterly changed the face of Labour”. 

And he called for councillors to be given a bigger role in policy making. 

“There should be no important decision made at the national level on which 

Labour councillors are not consulted. It’s councillors who actually run services and 

represent us every day on the front line. They’re among our most undervalued 

resources. I’m going to put that right”. 
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The red flag was sung and that was that. 

                                                        

Pushing the button 

Unfortunately, the final day of the Labour conference has been overshadowed by a 

row over nuclear weapons, after the shadow defence secretary criticised Jeremy 

Corbyn for saying he would instruct defence chiefs never to use the Trident 

missiles. 

The row erupted on Wednesday morning, when the Labour leader told the Today 

programme on BBC Radio 4 that he would effectively disarm on the day he became 

Prime Minister by making it clear to generals he would never authorise the use of 

Trident. Asked if he would use nuclear weapons, he said no. 

In a sign of deep divisions over Trident in the shadow cabinet, Maria Eagle 

described the Labour leader’s comments as unhelpful – prompting a rebuke from 

Diane Abbott, the Shadow Development Secretary. Sir Paul Kenny, the General 

Secretary of the GMB union, said he also disagreed with Jeremy Corbyn. 

My view is once again the media have done their best to de-rail the leadership this 

week and this was only to be expected. However, many thousands of well paid 

workers are employed in the defence and nuclear sectors, many are GMB 

members: their jobs must be safe-guarded.    

But who is actually insane enough, no matter what position they hold, to start or 

continue genocide on such a scale, not me, I’m with Jeremy. 

10 things we've learnt from the Labour conference 

1 - Jeremy Corbyn is more secure as Labour leader than he looked in his difficult 

first few days in the job and his job is safe - at least for the medium term. Anyone 

who assumed that Corbyn would be incapable of functioning properly as leader will 

have been disabused this week, because Corbyn has presided over a conference 

that has been, superficially at least, successful. The event has also demonstrated 

how remarkably popular he is with members. 

2 – Jeremy Corbyn’s “new politics” has considerable attractions. Unassuming and 

straightforward, Corbyn himself has made a good impression in broadcast 

interviews and speeches focusing on policy not partisan point-scoring, of which 

John McDonnell’s was the best example, have also made a welcome change. 
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It would not be surprising if the Conservatives adopt some of this tonal shift at 

their conference next week. 

3 - But the “new politics” is not quite as new as it looks. Jeremy Corbyn still 

employs spin doctors who brief the media. For all the talk about open discussion, 

Trident never got debated on the conference platform. Corbyn’s call for politics 

without insults didn’t stop a string of speakers making pig jokes about David 

Cameron. 

4 – Jeremy Corbyn has said almost nothing, so far, about how his proposed bottom-

up policy making process will work. This notion is at the heart of his politics. 

People who join Labour would have “the final say” in deciding policy, he told the 

conference in his speech and “no one - not me as leader, nor the shadow cabinet, 

not the parliamentary Labour Party - is going to impose policy or have a veto”. 

This is a bold proposition. But, beyond a brief announcement from Angela Eagle 

about a review of the way the national policy forum will operate, nothing has been 

said to explain what this might mean in practice. 

5 - Despite having a large mandate, Jeremy Corbyn does not look like a leader 

confident of being able to implement his own proposals. Maria Eagle’s comment 

criticising Corbyn’s nuclear button interview is a particularly good example. Only 

time will tell and I expect the media will do its best to exploit division. 

6 - Free votes look increasingly likely. John McDonnell, the Shadow Chancellor, 

wants one on military intervention in Syria, and Tom Watson, the Deputy Leader, 

has hinted Labour MPs will get one on Trident. Corbyn has tried to make a virtue of 

the fact that he is willing to allow MPs to disagree. Arguably this is old politics 

versus new politics.  However, once again the media and Labours enemies will 

portray this as weakness. 

7 - The Pro-Europeans have won an important battle. Corbyn shifted his stance on 

the EU referendum before the conference when he committed the Party to 

campaigning for an in vote, but the Eurosceptic GMB came to the conference ready 

to mount a fight back, demanding a special conference before the Party finalised 

its position. In the event though, this proposal went nowhere.  The conference 

lined up firmly with the pro-euro camp. My worry is the European Referendum 

result is far from a given and not being in a position to pressure on Cameron could 

be mistake. 

8 – Jeremy Corbyn’s opponents on the right have effectively put him on probation. 

Surprisingly, perhaps, there was little outright criticism of Corbyn, even from 

right-wingers who think he will be a disaster for Labour, but instead Corbyn-

sceptics were quite open about the need for the Party to ditch him at some point 

before 2020 if he proves unpopular with voters.  

But ….. 
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9 - There is no alternative leader. None of Corbyn’s three leadership rivals, Andy 

Burnham, Yvette Cooper and Liz Kendall, emerged from the contest with their 

reputation enhanced and this was not a conference with a leader-in-waiting lurking 

in the wings. Sir Keir Starmer, Dan Jarvis, Lisa Nandy and even Clive Lewis are 

among those being touted for this role but none of them are even near ready yet. 

10 - The battle for control of Labour’s internal machine will become increasingly 

important. Although Jeremy Corbyn insists that he does not want to see right-wing 

Labour MPs deselected, some MPs have real fears about their future and matters 

like who controls the national executive committee will become crucial. Two NEC 

changes this week (an election and an appointment) have shifted the balance of 

power on it in favour of the Corbynites. It is years since NEC elections mattered, 

but now is time to take an interest again.  The prospect of CLP members remaining 

passive if their MP is hell-bent on leadership change will become an issue. It’s 

quite simple in reality, as in most elections, the candidate with the most votes 

tends to win. 

Sources: The Guardian, The independent, Labour List, Radio4, the Mirror, Steve Bell,      

Labour uncut, ASLEF, UNITE, Andrew Sparrow, Columbia solidarity, GMB, TSSA                          

The Huffington Post, Steve Jennings. 


